After resigning as mayor of the provincial village of Hindafing and despite his penchant for flops, failures and a string of bad luck, Alfons Zischl almost accidentally ends up becoming a representative in the Bavarian State Parliament. Yet even in this official position he quickly finds himself knee-deep in further political and personal fiascos...

A complex, Fargo-style look at the dark underbelly of our modern Western society: Character-driven, darkly comic and unexpectedly moving. The second season continues its pointed, satiric look at modern political and social issues that everyone can relate to.

**LOVE SUDDENLY**
**AUF EINMAL WAR ES LIEBE**
TV Movie | 90’ | Romantic Comedy | Wüste Medien/ARD Degeto for Das Erste | GER (OV), ENG ST

Jakob is still hung up on his teenage sweetheart. When they meet again after years, he sets out to win her back. Unfortunately, she is under the mistaken impression that he is much more successful than he actually is, and so he finds himself weaving a web of white lies to prevent her from discovering the truth.

**DIVING INTO LIFE**
**MEINE NACHBARN MIT DEM DICKEN HUND**
TV Movie | 90’ | Dramedy | Claussen + Putz Filmproduktion/ARD Degeto | GER (OV), ENG ST

Susanne’s husband left her six months ago; she doesn’t go out, she doesn’t visit her friends, she lies about having been left. Her only outlets are her work and her beloved synchronized swimming, until a young single mother and her daughter move into her building and turn her life upside down.

**CAMPSITE BLUES**
**CAMPING MIT HERZ**
TV Movie | 90’ | Romantic Drama | Action Concept/ARD Degeto for Das Erste | GER (OV), ENG ST

Aging popstar Kalle is hoping for a miracle comeback – on the rundown campsite owned by no-nonsense Desiree, who also needs a miracle to rescue her business. When the TV stations cover the story and bookings suddenly skyrocket, Kalle and Desiree both realize that it’s now or never.
Rosa is now a renowned profiler – and mother of a three-year old son. Her new case takes her to a remote village in the Bernese Jura, where a gruesome triple murder has shocked the community to its core. Was this an account being settled amongst drug traffickers? Or has the case got something to do with an old secret involving the highly respected local Mulliger clan?

Prepare for the second season of this prime time series akin to local screwball mysteries like “Lillehammer” and “Fangar”, combining off-beat locations and gripping psychological profiles. A high rating hit series from Switzerland, hailed by the national press to be the “best Swiss series ever made”.

**THE PAST NEVER RESTS …**
A REMOTE VILLAGE IN THE SWISS MOUNTAINS HARBOURS A SECRET THAT HAS NOT YET BEEN REVEALED.

**BURIED TRUTH**
WILDER
Series | 12 x 60’ | Crime | PanImage, C-Films/SRF | SWISS GER (OV), IT DUB, FR DUB, ENG ST

When Ellen returns to Antwerp to identify her daughter’s body in pathology, her world falls apart. The same evening though, she receives a text message by her daughter, asking for her help. Against all logic, Ellen decides to search for her daughter. Soon she gets on to the tracks of a drug conspiracy and gets involved with a voodoo sect.

A modern, exciting voodoo story set in Antwerp, which plays with mystical elements and ends with a plausible explanation.

**WICKED GAME**
TOTENFIEBER
TV Movie | 90’ | Thriller | NFP/ARD for Das Erste | GER (OV), ENG ST

Saskia Starke is a double agent, working for the CIA and for the East German Stasi. When the Berlin Wall comes down, her carefully constructed double identity threatens to fall apart around her. She wants to stick to her life in the West, loosing her children and her beloved husband is no option to her. But will she be able to hide her Stasi past?

A historical spy thriller about false identities, the loss of utopian ideals and the unsolved riddle of the missing Rosenholz files. Based on real events.

**1989 – A SPY STORY**
WENDEZEIT
Event TV Movie | 120’ | Spy Thriller | MOOVIE/rbb | GER (OV), ENG ST
A German single mom and a Polish cop have to work together to solve the cases that straddle the Oder river - learning as much about themselves as about each other in the process. *Crime knows no borders*. Neither does a good detective show. Gripping cross-cultural procedural with a double dose of local flair.

When he sets out to investigate the suspicious death of a fellow journalist, Boris Berkowitz' dogged pursuit of the truth sets off a chain of events that ultimately leaves him on his own, fighting a faceless criminal network whose power extends to the highest office in the land and beyond. The seemingly fortuitous encounter with a young escort lady takes him deep into the murky world of weapons dealing, prostitution and drug trafficking where he will have to choose between getting out alive and protecting his family, or revealing the truth.

Berlin is sexy, deadly and dangerous. The German capital is not only a party mecca, it's tops in crime and murder, as well. Inspectors Nina Rubin and Robert Karow are big-city homicide cops and an uneven duo.

A brave and unconventional professional woman travels the world far from the red carpets and banquets to save German citizens in crisis. She follows her own moral compass and bends the rules when she has to get things done.
AFTER THE CRASH

When a plane crashes in the Alps, the sole survivor is a little baby girl. Two families, one rich, one poor, claim the child. When the detective hired to find the truth finally uncovers the secret that changes everything, he is murdered. The miracle child, now a university student, sets off on her own mysterious mission...

THE MASTER BUTCHER

After WWI, butcher Fidelis Waldvogel finds a new life with his wife Eva in Argus, North Dakota. Here he opens a butcher’s shop and meets circus performer Delphine. His wife and Delphine strike up a close friendship. But soon the Waldvogel Family is in for hard times.

SUNE VS. SUNE

On his first day as a fourth-grader, Sune is welcomed by an unwanted surprise. A new boy in his seat, and he’s everything Sune wants to be. Not only that, but his name is also Sune – It’s the worst possible start to the fourth grade. Based on the characters from the popular “Sune” books by Anders Jacobsson & Sören Olsson.

LUIS AND THE ALIENS

12-year-old Luis makes friends with three awkward little aliens who crash their little spaceship nearby Luis’ house. In return for Luis’ help finding the home shopping channel stuff they came for, they try to save Luis from boarding school - and a tumultuous adventure takes its course. By Academy Award® winners Wolfgang and Christoph Lauenstein.

CAPT’N SHARKY

Pint-sized swashbuckler Capt’n Sharky thinks he’s the most dangerous pirate on the Seven Seas. To prove his bravery, he sets sail with Mikey, a well-behaved boy whose life Sharky has turned upside down, and Bonnie, a trouble-shooting girl. Together, this motley crew sails for big adventures.
MODERN MURDER
Series | 8 x 90’ | Crime | Wiedemann & Berg/MDR, Das Erste | GER (OV), ENG ST

A pair of female detectives with their fingers on the pulse of crime, who are as different and unpredictable as the cases they solve. The tension between the two women, which stems from their different backgrounds and investigative styles, drives the cases forward and pushes them to their limits – privately and professionally.

A drama series with a strong female focus just perfect for fans of contemporary crime thrillers.

THE WITCH AND THE BELIEVER
THE WITCH AND THE OTTOMAN
Feature Film | 90’ | History, Drama | Mavie Films, Studio Babelsberg | GER (OV), ENG ST

It is the year 1699. The world is changing, but people are still living in poverty, hunger and superstition. The healer Catharina observes the brutal forced baptism of the Ottoman Tahir. When she stands up for him, she is accused of being a witch and is sentenced to be burned alive. With their destinies somehow bound together, they join forces and try to escape...

A historical drama filled with adventures and passion, where the actors are cast to perfection. Co-produced by Studio Babelsberg.

CUTOFF
ABGESCHNITTEN
Feature Film | 138’ | Thriller | Ziegler Film, Syrreal Entertainment | GER (OV), ENG ST

Trapped on a lonely island with a killer, artist Linda has to perform an autopsy: only if she finds the clue hidden inside the dead body, the kidnapped daughter of coroner Herzfeld can possibly be saved. A nerve-wracking psychothriller by genre expert Christian Alvart. Based on the international bestseller by Sebastian Fitzek.

WHAT MAKES ONE BRAVE? DOING IT DESPITE THE FEAR!

HOW ABOUT ADOLF?
DER VORNAME
Feature Film | 91’ | Comedy | Constantin Film Produktion | GER (OV), ENG ST

What should have been a fun evening quickly gets out of hand when Thomas announces he and his pregnant girlfriend are planning to name their son Adolf. This scandalous news leads to bitter confrontation, with all kinds of secrets coming out... An outstanding social satire and a breakout hit at the German box office.

THE REFORMER
ZWINGLI – A LIFE’S PORTRAIT
ZWINGLI!
Feature Film | 128’ | Drama | C-Films | SWISS GER (OV), ENG ST, FR ST, GER ST

The young priest Ulrich Zwingli makes waves with his increasing attacks on the Catholic Church’s excesses. However, he almost triggers a civil war when he marries the young widow Anna and tries to end the prevailing system of fear and oppression. Like Luther and Calvin, Zwingli is one of the leading reformers of the Catholic Church.
THE FINEST FAIRY TALES
SECHS AUF EINEN STREICH
Series | 48 x 60’ | Family Entertainment | ARD | GER (OV), FR DUB, ENG ST (several episodes)

The best fairy tales from the Brothers Grimm and Hans Christian Andersen! The collection contains over 40 of the best and most well-known fairy tales. All your favorite characters are dusted off and brought to vibrant life as full-fledged people, starring major German talent.

RACKO – NO BETTER FRIEND!
RACKO – EIN HUND FÜR ALLE FÄLLE!
Series | 13 x 25’ | Family Entertainment | Filmbüro Münchner Freiheit/BR, ARD, Das Erste | GER (OV), ENG ST (eps 1 + 2)

Flori and his mother live in an apartment building in Leipzig. When his grandfather dies, he leaves him a farm in Bavaria and a dog named Racko. Could Flori and his mother really give up their lives to go and live on a farm? Things start to change pretty quickly...

ZOMBIELARS
ZOMBIELARS
Series | 39 x 15’ | Dramedy | Tordenfilm/NRK | NORWEGIAN (OV), ENG ST

When 12-year-old Lars comes to town, he is immediately perceived as a threat. He is half zombie, and couldn’t hide his true self even if he wanted to. Together with his just as special friends, the kids have a series of strange adventures, clashing with the hostile locals as well as dealing with their own insecurities.

LOVE IS FOREVER...LIKE IT OR NOT!
LIEBE VERJÄHRT NICHT
TV Movie | 90’ | Romantic Comedy | Moviepool, ARD Degeto for Das Erste | GER (OV), ENG ST

When Piet and Veronika meet again after 20 years, they’ve both moved on - but never gotten over each other. While they both try to act like they were back in the day, they have to realize you can’t turn back time - but maybe it’s not too late to start over!

THE DADDY OFFENSIVE
MEIN SCHWIEGERVATER, DER CAMPER
TV Movie | 90’ | Romantic Comedy | MOOVIE / ARD Degeto | GER (OV), ENG ST

Finally, family lawyer Markus is getting what he always dreamed of - a family of his own! When a holiday romance with Lena results in her falling pregnant, his dream of having a family seems to be within his grasp. But first he must prove himself to his disapproving father-in-law...

STORMY WEATHER
ZWISCHEN ZWEI HERZEN
TV Movie | 90’ | Romantic Drama | Carte Blanche Film und Fernsehproduktion/ARD Degeto for Das Erste | GER (OV), ENG ST

When Katrin is stranded in a deserted hotel on a storm-swept island, she has a fun-filled flirt with Peter, the only other guest. The next day, he’s gone, and Katrin is relieved to return to her safe harbor of marriage. Until Peter turns out to be a guest at her friend Sanne’s wedding - with his wife.
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